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HEALTHVIEW PHARMS PARTNERS WITH AGNETIX LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY FOR 

LARGE-SCALE INDOOR GROW IN 2021 
HealthView Pharms of Canada forms strategic alliance with global lighting technology experts. 

  
San Diego, CA – September 27, 2021 — Agnetix, a pioneer in data-driven horticulture lighting 
technology, has been selected as primary lighting partner by HealthView Pharms, currently 
constructing a new Cannabis indoor growing facility totaling over 35,000 ft2 in Ontario, Canada 
with a total of 480 high-powered Agnetix luminaires.   
  
HealthView Pharms is a Canadian cultivation group run by Paul Bernier, CEO.  Along with his 
team of experienced cultivators, HealthView is determined to bring a forward-thinking grow 
strategy to the Canadian Cannabis market. Selecting Agnetix, the world’s most energy-efficient 
and most powerful LED horticultural grow light, will ensure they have a significant advantage. 
This partnership marks a pivotal step in the team’s plan to develop technology-forward and 
sustainable facilities powered by energy-efficient and intelligent systems including lighting, 
HVAC, water management, nutrient control, and data capture.  
  
“For us, our focus is on quality and innovation every step of the way. With this new partnership 
with Agnetix, it’s exactly what we need to be able to create the Wellness products our clients will 
enjoy.” said Mr.Bernier “From a business perspective, it gives us that competitive advantage 
that others seek.”  
  
The team chose Agnetix as their primary lighting and cultivation management system for its high 
energy efficiencies and data visibility. Agnetix provides a full suite of value-added benefits and a 
one-of-kind decision support system, employing energy-efficient LED lighting, canopy-level 
sensors, networking technology, and data analytics. 
 
Mr. Bernier added, “I have spent a lot of my time dedicated to researching new technology 
developments, which have lead me to travel many parts of the world. As far as high productivity 
for LED lighting, Agnetix has been the best I have come across for not only results but world-
class customer service.”  
  
“We are extremely happy to partner with HealthView Pharms and assist in their mission of 
growing the finest medicinal cannabis,” said Jordan Miles, CEO, Agnetix. “We will help them do 
that in the most efficient, competitive and environmentally conscious way possible." 
  
For more information about the Agnetix A3 and Zenith water-cooled lighting systems, visit 
www.agnetix.com or contact sales@agnetix.com. 
 

### 
 

About Agnetix:  Agnetix is an SEC-registered technology company on a steep growth 
trajectory focused on the development of advanced horticultural lighting and information 
technology solutions for commercial indoor and greenhouse growers – both in cannabis and 
fresh produce markets. The Agnetix Responsive Agriculture™ platform delivers meaningful 
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plant and energy data insights for quick, informed decisions to mitigate risks. The Agnetix 
system includes highly efficient, water-cooled LED lighting, environmental sensors, AI (Artificial 
Intelligence) imagers, data, and real-time monitoring solutions. Agnetix helps serious growers to 
significantly improve their crop yield, reduce their operating cost and run a more profitable 
business. www.Agnetix.com 
 
About HealthView Pharms: 
HealthView Pharms is committed to the betterment of quality of life and general wellness of all 
Canadians living with pain and other chronic ailments, providing hope and optimism through the 
provision of natural therapeutic alternatives. 
HealthView is committed to innovative research, development of best practices, excellent 
corporate governance, and a consumer centric organizational culture as they intend to be a 
leader in the Canadian cannabis marketplace. 
With their experience and passion for all things cannabis, they are committed to producing 
some of the highest quality of cannabis, with consistency and accessibility in mind – from seed 
to sale. 
HealthView is medicinally focused and is committed to producing the best cannabis health 
products they can deliver. Their 35,000 square-foot state-of-the-art facility located in Norfolk 
County is specifically designed for the cultivation of premium crops. With smaller features, the 
latest in technology and their grow team experience, they ensure the consistency of their 
flowers.     www.HealthviewPharms.com 
 
 

 
 

 


